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9 to 18 kg
from approx. 9 months to approx. 4 yearsfrom approx. 9 months to approx. 4 yearsfrom approx. 9 months to approx. 4 years

You can be the best driver in the world  

– but an accident can happen to anyone! 

To guarantee the best possible protection 

for children in case of an accident, kiddy 

has been developing child safety seats for 

more than 30 years. kiddy child safety 

seats offer the highest possible safety in 

accordance with the latest global techno

logy standards. So that the kids of the  

best drivers will always arrive safe and 

comfortable, too.
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Find more products

Product features

kiddy original impact shield

Nobody can really wrap their children in cotton wool 
but when it comes to safety in the car you can get very 
close indeed. Compared to other systems the upper 
body of the child is gently but effectively protected 
thanks to the kiddy original impact shield in case of an 
accident. The forces acting on a child from the front in 
a collision are dispersed by the impact shield and the 
risk of serious neck injuries is significantly reduced. 
Maximum safety that can save lives in case of an accident!

Ideal for feeling good

Safety before comfort? With kiddy both is possible! In summer 
it is often too hot and in winter too cold. When adults are still
waiting patiently for better weather, the kids are already 
protesting. kiddy has thought carefully about this and so 
the kiddy energy pro has not only been upholstered very 
comfortably, but it has also been equipped with breathable 
thermotex material. Whether it is hot or cold, in the pleasantly 
tempered kiddy seat the children will be in a good mood.  
Should the children fall asleep, it’s no problem with this child safety 
seat with impact shield since the kiddy energy pro has an adjustable 
reclining position. Whether awake or asleep – a kiddy seat is perfect 
for feeling good!

More safety thanks to its light weight

The intelligent lightweight design of the kiddy energy pro 
(only 5.2 kg) is not only an advantage in terms of usability, 
but especially in terms of safety.  In the case of front-end 
collision, less mass is moving forward, which means that your 
child is then exposed to significantly lower acceleration forces.

weight approx. 5.2 kg

dimensions (HxWxD) 60 x 47 x 43 cm
maximum 67 x 47 x 43 cm

one-hand height adjustment  
4of the headrest

colors  (see backside)

covers micropeach / thermotex
soft-tex / thermotex

Make travelling by car more enjoyable 
for all passengers. With the kiddy accessories 
to help keep seats clean and the child amused 
travelling by car will always be comfortable 
and pleasant.

Awards

The little ones are travelling with a new star  

– the kiddy energy pro is test winner in  

group 1 by Stiftung Warentest in June 2010. 

Being innovative, modern and comfortable the 

kiddy energy pro meets all characteristics that 

are typical for kiddy. The kiddy energy pro  

combines the highest safety with ease of use, 

innovative design and best quality materials.

1 2 3

4 5

1) kiddy becool  The summer cover avoids a heat accumulation on the kiddy car seat.
It is made of the natural fibre ,,tencel” that helps preventing from a water film advantaging 
the generation of germs. The cover is thus hypoallergenic and antiseptic and therefore 
most suitable for the sensitive skin of children. Available for: kiddy energy pro.  
Item No. 41 604 BC 0EP  2) kiddy aqua paint  Painting has never been easier and 
more pleasant than with the kiddy aqua paint. With the water pen even the little ones can 
start drawing without getting dirty. The painting surface can easily be fixed and removed 
on the original impact shield thanks to press studs. Suitable for all impact shields which 
are fitted with poppers: kiddy infinity pro, kiddy comfort pro, kiddy guardian pro and  
kiddy energy pro. Item No. 41 611 AP 000  3) kiddy clima  Seat heating and cooling 
air circulation in one! Because of a strong layer consisting of 95% air, the summer surface 
provides an optimal temperature compensation. In the cold winter time, you simply turn 
the kiddy clima over and your child sits on a comfortably heated surface. By plugging the 
connector into the car cigarette lighter, you warm up the kiddy clima to a maximum of  
32° C. Fits all infant carriers and child safety seats. Item No. 41 610 CI 025  
4) Ravensburger bear book  The fluffy bear‘s head is an invitation to have a look 
inside. Here you will find exciting designs that make short and long trips funny! Suitable 
for all impact shield car seat models which are fitted with poppers: kiddy infinity pro,  
kiddy comfort pro, kiddy guardian pro and kiddy energy pro. Item No. 41 606 BB 000  
5) kiddy beclean  Protects your car seats against dirt even when it rains. 
Suitable for nearly all vehicles with headrests on the front seats. Item No. 41 607 00 000
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Comfortable lateral headrests

Prevent the head tilting to the side 
without affecting the view.

Convenient shoulder rests

Put the upper body 
into the correct position.

One-hand height adjustment 
of the headrest

Easy and quick action for the best 
and safest seating position.

High performance 
absorbing material

in the head and shoulder area. Guarantee 
the best possible side impact protection.

Adjustable reclining position

makes travelling even more comfortable
(for use until 18 kg).

Resilient fabric seat cover

easy to remove and 
machine washable at 30° C.

Adjustable seat height

The foldable kiddy seat cushion enables 
the ideal seating position for the child. 
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kiddy GmbH

Schaumbergstraße 8 

95032 Hof / Saale 

Germany

phone  + 49 (0) 9281.70 80-0

fax  + 49 (0) 9281.70 80-21

e-mail info@kiddy.de

kiddy is official partner of 
ACE Auto Club Europa  

www.ace-online.de
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Star

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-080

Bubble

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-070

from soft 
micropeach / thermotex
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-200

Capt‘n Sharky bandana
with each seat

© Coppenrath Verlag, Münster, Germany

from soft
micropeach / thermotex
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-100

Princess Lillifee handbag 
with each seat

Expected to be available from 05/2011
© Coppenrath Verlag, Münster, Germany

Racing Black

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-E77

Niagara

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-035*

Oasis

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-096

Evening Dusk

from soft 
micropeach / thermotex
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-E07*

Henna

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-072*

Rumba

from soft 
soft-tex / thermotex
41-510-EP-079 *R
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